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IN HER OWN WORDS:  
OUR FEATURED AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR, MAPLE LAM

I grew up in Hong
Kong reading comics.

One day, when I was
around 2nd grade, Dad
came home from the
library and showed me
three books he
borrowed. They were
short, perhaps around
40 pages each, all with
full-color comic panels.

Each book covered a historical figure: Charles Darwin,
Winston Churchill, Tianyou Zhan*.

Needless to say, I poured over the books and got hooked.
I went to the library and dug up more from the same series:
Leonardo Da Vinci, Abraham Lincoln, Mahatma Gandhi, Qin
Shi Huang**, Helen Keller… Dad had successfully created a
little history enthusiast. Sneaky, but smart!

Since then, reading history has become a life-long hunt
for me to piece together the grand puzzle of what-happened
in the past. It is the ability to quickly recognize not just what
is brought up, but what is omitted. It is a game of picking up
clues, connecting dots, and building a better understanding
from various perspectives. All in all, my interest in history has
helped me become a more well-rounded and empathetic
person.

Unfortunately, the comic biography series I read as a kid
is now out of print and discontinued. I try to hunt down those

books every time I travel back to Hong Kong, but to no avail.
Sometimes I wonder if this series was a figment of my
imagination. But how could that be? Where else would I have
learned about the interesting lives of all those historical
figures?

When I received the manuscript of Frenemies in the
Family from Simon and Schuster, I was beyond thrilled. Not
only did I have an opportunity to work on a historical non-
fiction – my favorite genre, but the book was written by none
other than Kathleen Krull. I absolutely love her work. Her
biographies are lively, fun, and always relatable. 

That was when it hit me: Can I incorporate part of the
book in a comic panel narrative? The graphic novel format
was what drew my interest to the history genre when I was a
child, and I hope I could do the same for the next generation.
Lucky for me, Simon and Schuster was supportive of the idea,
and I incorporated the comic format at
the end of each chapter. Life full-circled.

I hope readers, both young and
young-at-heart, will enjoy the book. 

* Tianyou Zhan was a pioneering
Chinese railroad engineer.

** Qin Shi Huang was the first emperor
of China.

Learn more about Maple Lam at:
www.maplelam.com (Also, check out her
beautiful artwork!)

“Firstborns are more likely to be presidents, Nobel Prize winners, explorers.” I’m a firstborn so, of course,
this is my favorite page from Frenemies in the Family: Famous Brothers and Sisters Who Butted Heads
and Had Each Other’s Backs written by Kathleen Krull (good friend of mine) and illustrated by Maple Lam
(new friend of mine!). This delightful book is full of fun facts and great illustrations, especially the comics.
What a great book for teaching about visual literacy, informational texts, and history (siblings)! I’m
thrilled to be featuring Maple Lam for this issue of The California Reader! Learn more about her from the
Book Nook article.
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